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Abstract: Websites remain popular targets for web-based attacks such as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS). As a remedy, new research is needed to preemptively secure applications with the use of Automated Exploit Generation (AEG), whereby probing and patching of system vulnerabilities occurs autonomously. In this paper, we present HIJaX, a novel Natural Language-to-JavaScript generator prototype, that creates workable XSS exploit code from English sentences using neural machine translation. We train and test the HIJaX model with a variety of datasets containing benign and malicious intents along with differing numbers of baseline code entries to demonstrate how to best create datasets for XSS code generation. We also examine part-of-speech tagging algorithms and automated dataset expansion scripts to aid the dataset creation and code generation processes. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of deploying auto-generated XSS attacks against real-world websites.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), a OWASP top-ten web attack (owasp (2017)), was the most prominent attack vector of hackers in 2019, comprising nearly 40% of attacks globally (Ilíc (2019)). Over 72% of attacks targeted websites, indicating a strong need for continued improvements to web-based security solutions. To combat the persistence and scale of web attacks such as XSS, new defense methods are needed to preemptively secure websites against malicious attacks.

Automatic exploit generation (AEG), an offensive security technique, is a developing field that aims to automate the exploit generation process, to explore and test critical vulnerabilities before they are discovered by attackers (Avgerinos et al. (2014)). AEG is also critical for building exploit testbeds for testing defense tools.

In this work, we combine AEG with Natural Language Processing (NLP), to enable non-cybersecurity practitioners to detect vulnerabilities in their own software—by issuing commands, and with an interface translating and executing command operations (Dheap (2017)). To this end, we report on the prototype HIJaX, a Human Intent JavaScript XSS generator, that adapts neural machine translation to translate natural language sentences bearing malicious intentions (intents) into exploit code. An intent describes an action in natural language that a user wants to implement, such as visit website X or get all strings from array Y. A snippet represents the code required to perform the action specified in the intent. We focus on using NLP to generate XSS attack code (snippets) based on natural language intents. The main contributions of our work include:

- We are the first to combine NLP and AEG with JavaScript to generate XSS code.
- We design and build eleven different datasets for training the HIJaX model; we use two approaches for this—manual selection and transpiling—with differing degrees of variance.
- We demonstrate that HIJaX can generate code with high accuracy (using BLEU, exact, syntax, execution scores).
- We provide an automated means to expand a dataset while maintaining the original qualities of the baseline entries (the original intent-snippet pairs mined from online sources and used to create our datasets (see Section §2.1)).
- We design a part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) algorithm for website names and URLs, which resulted in a significant increase in code generation accuracy for small datasets containing malicious code.
- Our JavaScript Syntax & Execution Tester validates the syntax and execution of JavaScript code.
- Our XSS Attack Tester validates the success of XSS attacks by deploying XSS attack code
Motivations. NLP-based AEG is a nascent field that has rich potential to provide unique and effective opportunities for automated exploit construction. Some unique NLP-based AEG features include:

- **Textual Information for Attack Construction:** Source code analysis is often insufficient to generate exploits practically. To generate difficult exploits AEG systems tend to reason about binary and runtime details which are often not captured in source code. NLP-based AEG approaches such as SemFuzz (You et al. (2017)) propose novel algorithms that capture such details from textual sources such as CVE and git log reports to generate difficult exploits that are not easy to detect and patch on the source code level.

- **Exploit Abstraction:** Utilizing NLP-based AEG enables further abstraction of exploits in AI models. Often a single natural language description can map onto multiple exploit source codes. This enables NLP models to generate more exploits from a single dataset and also facilitates further research on abstracting exploits.

- **Interpretability:** NLP-based AEG pairs abstract and interpretable descriptions with source code to generate cryptic exploits. This can help build a bridge to further human understanding of machine exploits. This helps keep developers in the loop about security issues during development.

HIJaX can generate a range of XSS attacks that it has been trained on, if given a sufficient description of the attack. HIJaX can help developers early in the software development life cycle by helping generate exploit code to test possible vulnerabilities. In future work, we plan to augment HIJaX with the ability to generate corresponding defense code.

Previous works either explore natural language to code transformation (Ling et al. (2016); Barone and Sennrich (2017); Gordon and Harel (2009)), or use NLP techniques to find and generate exploits (You et al. (2017)), but no extant research focuses on directly mapping Natural Language intents to exploit code. To our knowledge, our work is the first to explore this subsection of NLP and AEG.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of HIJaX, our dataset creation processes, and metrics for evaluation. Section 3 describes experiment results, §4 discusses related work, and §5 concludes.

## 2 THE HIJaX PROTOTYPE
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HIJaX is a prototype NLP-based code generation and validation tool. The code generation component in HIJaX (the HIJaX model (Anonymous (2020))) is built using techniques from neural machine translation, specifically an English-to-Python Translation Model built for the CoNaLa Challenge (Carnegie Mellon University (2019)). The CoNaLa Challenge tests a system’s ability to generate Python code when given an English sentence or phrase. The HIJaX model processes English intents, provided by our datasets, into JavaScript snippets. The ability to translate an intent into its equivalent snippet allows us to translate malicious intents into exploit code.

HIJaX uses sequence-to-sequence architecture (Ma’amari (2018)) & a bi-directional LSTM as the encoder to transform an embedded intent sequence into a vector of hidden states with equal length. We implement this architecture with Bahdanau-style attention (Bahdanau et al. (2015)) using xnmt (Neubig et al. (2018)). We use an Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba (2014)) with $\beta_1 = 0.9$ & $\beta_2 = 0.999$. We use Auto-Regressive Inference
components with beam search (beam size of 5).

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our tool chain. A key effort in this work is the process of building adequate datasets for training the HIJaX model on JavaScript (exploit) code. We employ two approaches for this effort—manual selection (manually collecting training data from online JavaScript sources) and transpiling (converting existing Python snippets from the CoNaLa dataset (Carnegie Mellon University (2019)) into JavaScript). The orange boxes in Fig. 1 show datasets; Steps 1A and 1B show manually selected datasets, and Step 1C shows the transpiled dataset. In Step 1A, we create our own JavaScript intent-snippet pairs manually from a JavaScript tutorial website and a GitHub repository of XSS payloads, resulting in the Benign and Malicious datasets respectively. We then expand the collected datasets with automated scripts to create variations of the chosen snippet code structures. In Step 1B, we scrape JavaScript intent-snippet pairs manually from Stack Overflow (SO) (Overflow" (2020)), a website where developers can ask questions and receive answers to programming problems, then expand the collected dataset with automated scripts. This results in the Stack Overflow dataset. In Step 1C, we convert an existing Python dataset (Carnegie Mellon University (2019)) into JavaScript through transpiling. We use two approaches for transpiling: the first approach is Pre-transpiling, where we convert the Python dataset into JavaScript before using it as input for HIJaX. The second approach is Post-transpiling, where we use the Python dataset as input for HIJaX then converting it to JavaScript later. In Step 2, 80% of each dataset is used to train the HIJaX model and 20% is used to test the HIJaX model. The model outputs the generated snippets along with BLEU and exact scores. In Step 3, the generated snippets from the Post-transpiled datasets are converted to JavaScript. In Step 4, the datasets are tested for syntax and execution using different methods based on the type of dataset they are. The generated snippets from the malicious datasets are used as input for the Attack Tester. Generated snippets from the Stack Overflow, Benign, and Transpiled datasets are used as input for the JavaScript Syntax and Execution Tester. In Step 5, the Attack Tester outputs the syntax and execution score for the XSS attacks in the malicious datasets. In Step 6, the JavaScript Syntax and Execution Tester outputs the syntax and execution score for the JavaScript code in the Benign, Stack Overflow, and Transpiled datasets. In step 7, we compare all the datasets to each other based on their BLEU, exact, syntax, and execution score.

2.1 Manual Selection

We coin the term manual selection for our approach of creating datasets to train the HIJaX model, where we manually collect data from online sources such as Stack Overflow (SO). We use SO to collect large numbers of JavaScript-based questions and answers, since it offers a good representation of how a user would describe a piece of code they want to generate. These JavaScript-based questions and answers are useful for training HIJaX, a tool that converts descriptions of code into code, since the questions often contain a precise description of code and the most popular answer to the question often contains the correct corresponding snippet of code. We also manually select snippets from a JavaScript tutorial website (HTMLCheatSheet (2019)) and a list of XSS payloads from a GitHub repository (Payload Box (2019)) to create the baseline entries for the Benign and Malicious datasets (see more details in §2.3).

2.2 Transpiling

We coin the term transpiling for our approach of creating datasets to train the HIJaX model, where we convert existing Python snippets to JavaScript. While the manual selection process tests HIJaX with JavaScript datasets, exploring the capability to utilize existing large datasets written in other programming languages and then translating them into JavaScript is beneficial from a cost and time efficiency perspective.

As mentioned earlier, we conduct two experiments. Pre-transpiled and Post-transpiled, with the existing Python dataset (Carnegie Mellon University (2019)) (called conala-mined, but we refer to it as CoNaLa) to determine if HIJaX can generate JavaScript code even if the dataset contains snippets in a programming language other than JavaScript.

We use a transpiler called Transcrypt (Transcrypt (2016)) to transform the Python CoNaLa dataset into its JavaScript equivalent. The CoNaLa dataset consists of 598,237 intent/snippet pairs.

In our transpiling process, as depicted in Fig. 1, we first retrieve the .intent and .snippet files from the CoNaLa dataset. In our post-transpiled experiment, we train the HIJaX model with the files directly, and the model outputs a Python .snippet file. We then use Transcrypt to transpile the Python .snippet file into its JavaScript equivalent. In the pre-transpiled experiment, we transpile CoNaLa’s Python .snippet into its JavaScript equivalent then train the model.
2.3 Datasets

In addition to the Pre-transpiled and Post-transpiled datasets (see §2.2), we also create nine datasets within the umbrella of manual selection. Three of the manual selection datasets are created with the use of SO while the remaining six are created from other sources (as described in §2.1). The following datasets are included in manual selection since their baseline entries are manually selected or created prior to expanding the dataset with an automated script:

- Stack Overflow
- Low Variance
- Stack Overflow High Variance
- Stack Overflow Very-High Variance
- Benign Low Variance
- Benign High Variance
- Benign Very-High Variance
- Malicious Low Variance
- Malicious High Variance
- Malicious Very-High Variance

“Benign” refers to intent-snippet pairings that are representative of simple programmatic operations, whereas “malicious” refers to intent-snippet pairings that are XSS-related, and are generally more abstract or semantically complex. Variance is a quantitative measurement referring to the number of baseline entries present in a dataset; whereby Low is one, High is five, and Very-High is fifty. Baseline entries for the Benign and Malicious datasets are characterized in the same way as baseline entries in the SO dataset from the manual selection process, and are used to enlarge a dataset. As depicted in Fig. 2, we increase the size of our datasets by first taking a dataset’s baseline entry and changing the identified variables with randomly selected words from a word bank (FreeBSD (2020)) to generate multiple similar snippets for training.

2.4 POS Tagging

POS Tagging, in combination with regular expressions, allows for an automated way to mark website names in an intent—identifying website names is important since they often appear in XSS attacks. POS tagging is an NLP technique for marking words in text and grouping them into a particular part of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, etc). We use the POS tagging function in the spaCy Python library (“spaCy” (2020)) to mark pronouns as websites. To mitigate mislabeling, we mark all nouns that succeed a verb in an intent as a website. This is effective for Malicious datasets because they consist of URL redirects that often contain phrases such as “Go to (website)” or “Redirect to (website)”.

2.5 Evaluation of Generated Code

We use three methods to evaluate the snippets that are generated from HIJaX:

- **BLEU Score**: BLEU score (Carnegie Mellon University (2019)) is a metric for comparing generated translations of text to reference translations. In our case, the generated translations are the snippets that HIJaX generates and the reference translations are the intent-snippets pairs provided as input to HIJaX. BLEU score is generated by calculating a precision value, based on word sequences, between the provided snippet and the predicted snippet in addition to a brevity penalty (Tatman” (2019)).

- **Exact Score**: Unlike BLEU score, where precision and brevity are used to measure generated snippets against provided snippets, the exact score is based simply on the whether or not the generated snippet is an exact match to the provided snippet.

- **Syntax & Execution Score**: In the third method, we use our own syntax & execution score to evaluate if generated snippets are syntactically valid and executable using our JavaScript Syntax & Execution Tester and XSS Attack Tester. The purpose of the JavaScript Syntax & Execution Tester is to measure HIJaX’s ability to generate JavaScript code that has correct syntax and executes without error. The purpose of the XSS Attack Tester is to measure HIJaX’s
ability to generate XSS attacks that execute without error and work as intended.

Our JavaScript Syntax & Execution Tester is built using the Node.JS packages Esprima JavaScript Tokenizer (Ariya Hidayat (2020)) (see Fig. 4) and compile-run (Vibhor Agrawal (2019)). In our JavaScript Syntax & Execution Tester, we take in a list of snippets written in JavaScript and output syntax and execution scores based on the number of snippets that had correct JavaScript syntax and executed without error. We use the Esprima JavaScript Tokenizer to identify variables and functions in a snippet. Tokenization is important because it allows us to determine which identifiers need to be initialized. We initialize every variable and function in a snippet with every combination of default values (zero, empty array, or empty string) so it has the chance to compile and execute without error. Initialization allows us to know that a failed execution is a result of the snippet itself and not uninitialized variables and functions. We then use compile-run to compile our JavaScript snippets. Based on the response from compile-run, we calculate the number of successful snippet executions in the SO and Benign datasets.

In our XSS Attack Tester, we use Selenium (Selenium (2020)), a tool that enables us to automate actions in a web browser, to inject the XSS attacks generated from HJax into targeted input fields and validate the success of each XSS attack by detecting whether the correct response is generated from the browser or server. We test the execution of XSS attacks in the Malicious datasets using multiple insecure websites made for penetration testing: WeGoat, BWAPP, and The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas. The Malicious dataset contains XSS attacks that open alerts, prompts, & confirmation boxes in the browser, redirect to other websites, send user data to external servers, and so on. These websites contain unsanitized input text boxes where users can inject attack code to generate some result. We use a socket server to listen for incoming data being sent to an IP address. This is used to see if XSS attacks that send data to a remote server has successfully executed.

3 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Setup. As mentioned earlier in §2.1, for all datasets we define Low Variance as a dataset made up of one baseline entry, High Variance as a dataset made up of five baseline entries, and Very-High Variance as a dataset made up of 50 baseline entries. For the Benign, Malicious, and SO datasets, we define Small as a dataset made up 200 entries, Medium as 2,000 entries, and Large as 20,000 entries. For the Transpiled datasets we define Small as a dataset made up 1,500 entries, Medium as 15,000 entries, and Large as 150,000 entries. To remind the reader, Pre-Transpiled is a dataset of JavaScript code that is transpiled from the (Python) CoNaLa Dataset before being fed into the HJax model, and Post-Transpiled is a dataset of JavaScript code that is transpiled from the (Python) CoNaLa Dataset after being fed into the HJax model (see §2.2).

Training & Testing. We use our eleven different datasets to train our HJax models (see Section §2.1). If we want a model to generate exploit code based on intents that describe exploits, we train using one of our malicious datasets which contains 200, 2,000, and 20,000 examples of malicious intent-snippet pairs. In order to measure our model’s performance, we split our dataset into two subsets, the testing set and the training set. The training set, which contains 80% of the intent-snippet pairs in the original dataset, is used to train the model. The testing set, which contains the other 20% of the intent-snippet pairs in the original dataset, is used to test the model’s performance. We use the testing set to measure our model’s performance because we already know the correct snippet for each intent in the testing set. We can use the testing set to see if the model can predict the correct snippet for each intent in the testing set.
Experiments. To see the effect of size, variance, & POS tagging on code generation accuracy, we conduct the following tests: Experiment #1: Benign (Variance): Low vs. High vs. Very–High; Experiment #2: Benign (Size): Small vs. Medium vs. Large; Experiment #3: SO (Variance): Low vs. High vs. Very–High; Experiment #4: SO (Size): Small vs. Medium vs. Large; Experiment #5: Malicious: Low vs. High vs. Very–High; Experiment #6: Malicious: Small vs. Medium vs. Large; Experiment #7: Malicious: POS–Tagging Disabled vs. POS–Tagging Enabled; Experiment #8: Transpiled (Before & After): Pre–Transpiled vs. Post–Transpiled; Experiment #9: Transpiled (Size): Small vs. Medium vs. Large; Experiment #10: XSS Execution (Variance): The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas vs. WebGoat vs. BWAPP; Experiment #11: XSS Execution (Size): The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas vs. WebGoat vs. BWAPP.

Results. In Experiment #1 & #2 (see Fig. 5), increasing variance had an overall negative effect on all Benign datasets but had a less significant effect on datasets of size 20,000. In Experiments #3, #4, #5, #6, & #7 (see Fig. 6 & Fig. 7), increasing variance had an overall negative effect on all datasets and a less significant effect on datasets of size 2,000 and 20,000. In Experiments #10 & #11, we saw similar results for successful XSS execution on WebGoat, BWAPP, & The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas. In Experiment #8 (see Fig. 8), Pre-Transpiled performed roughly twice as well in BLEU score compared to Post-Transpiled. In Experiment #9, exact and syntax score are positively correlated to dataset size. Due to space constraints we are only able to present figures for select experiments.

We saw that increasing variance had an overall negative effect on all datasets but had a less significant effect on datasets of size 2,000 and 20,000. We also saw that POS tagging measurably improved execution scores for smaller malicious datasets. We concluded that a medium dataset is sufficient for generating different executable XSS attacks such as URL redirects, popups, alerts, and cookie stealing attacks. We also concluded that HIJaX cannot accurately generate JavaScript code through the use of transpiling. Given these preliminary results, we expect that with a more robust and diverse malicious dataset of sufficient size, HIJaX would be able to generate a wide-range of executable XSS attacks with high accuracy.

4 RELATED WORK

NLP for Code Generation. Natural language for code generation has been explored with JavaScript, Python (Barone and Sennrich (2017); Ling et al. (2016)), C (Mokhov et al. (2014)), C# (Iyer et al. (2016); Allamanis et al. (2015)), C++ (Mokhov et al.
HIJaX has laid the groundwork for our aim to use natural language processing (NLP) to automatically generate executable JavaScript code that successfully executes in our chosen online testing environments: WebGoat, BWAPP, and The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas. This prototype of HIJaX is the first to connect the human intention behind the XSS attack to intents written by people. With HIJaX, we can translate natural language intent descriptions into JavaScript code, a natural-language programing system for a computer video game that transforms user sentences into JavaScript (Hsiao, 2018). Past works utilize XSS attack generation for creating test cases. AppSealer focuses on automatically generating security patches on Android apps when vulnerabilities are detected (Zhang and Yin, 2014). Another work automates unit testing to detect XSS vulnerabilities caused by improper encoding (Mohammadi et al., 2017). In another work, researchers also build a novel and principled type-qualifier based mechanism that attempts to automate the process of sanitization for XSS attack prevention (Samuel et al., 2011). The approaches stated above utilize XSS attack generation but do not tie the attack code to intents written by people. With HIJaX, we connect the human intention behind the XSS attack to the attack code using NLP.

5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We present HIJaX: a prototype NLP-AEG tool that adapts techniques from machine translation to generate JavaScript, especially XSS code, from written intents. Our contributions include the creation of eleven datasets using two different approaches, automating the testing of output snippets for correct JavaScript syntax & execution, and successful execution of XSS attacks generated by HIJaX. We also contribute an algorithm for POS tagging website names and URLs to increase the code generation accuracy of XSS-based intent-snippet pairs. Our preliminary experimental results show that HIJaX is able to generate both executable benign JavaScript code and malicious JavaScript code that successfully executes in our chosen online testing environments: WebGoat, BWAPP, and The 12 Exploits of XSS-mas. This prototype of HIJaX has laid the groundwork for our aim to use NLP-based AEG to help developers create more secure websites early in the software development life cycle and help security experts automate the process of generating real-life XSS vulnerabilities.

In future work, we plan to construct larger datasets with code examples of the most popular XSS attacks as well as adapt the model to websitespecific DOM structure. This will allow us to generalize HIJaX and generate semantically new attacks as long as the intent describes a type of XSS attack that HIJaX is familiar with such as phishing, keylogging, etc. We also plan to have HIJaX not only generate attack code but also defense code that prevents the attack from executing. Developers can use the generated defense snippet to proactively secure their website in the design & prototyping stage of the software development life cycle.

Since our approach of NLP-based AEG is novel, we plan to compare HIJaX’s code generation performance against different neural machine translation techniques. This includes LSTM, GRU, and RNN seq2seq techniques (Pedamallu et al., 2020).
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